LIFELIKE

3.0

Workflow
Creative Possibilities
The process that transforms
an idea into and actual image
is complex, yet simple,
but requires the direct
participation of the client.

Production Area

We begin with your needs,
your vision and deliver your
ideal image. Starting from a
standard image, or even a
sketch, we bring your project
to life as if it actually exists.

Interior Design
Modeling / Texturing
Mood Design
Department

We provide a full service
package beginning with
our first contact to the end
delivery, be it an image or
actual print of your project.

Special Projects

Information
Department

Post-production
and Image-processing
Department

DELIVERY

Modeling
Lighting / Texturing

Project design

Contacts

Ad hoc

What do you need?

Agency brief

Standard
Client
Simple image, Sketch
3D model, 2D model

CUSTOMER
PIPELINE

Our information channels collects
and channel all the useful information
for an optimal development
developement.
During this stage, we engage in a
more substantial research in order
to reach
the objectives set by our design staff
and deliver your ideal image.

Our designers have a proven track record and
expertise in inventing new shapes, spaces and
developing volumes completing them with the
materials that best fit them. We create new
styles, classic, modern or surreal… or design
them to what you envision. You will find a
fertile ground, where creativity and experience
allow new products to blossom and to assert
themselves on the market. Innovation and
differentiation are our forte.
The art buyer has the talent to find the bestfitting lifestyle for the product by exploring the
latest trends, re-visiting those of the past, but
always finding and adapting these designs to
best suit your needs. Every detail is always
accounted for.

Our team is composed of professionals
with 20 years of experience in the who
work with the most modern, state-of-theart software. This department takes care
of all the stages of modeling/texturing
and lighting as well as the creation of
particular models, necessary for projects
where refined decoration and uniqueness
are required.

Post-Production is a delicate phase. Every
image requires a personalised analysis and
the process is therefore unique every single
time. Post-production aims at reaching
the perfect balance between colour and
contrast but also obtaining some of the
most advanced visual effects.
Our professionals have a rich experience
in graphics. Our renderings are processed
with the most sophisticated, state-ofthe-art software and we optimize these
using unparalleled photomontage, photoinsertion and photo-retouching.

FAQ

3.0

WORKFLOW:

TIMING:

TECHNICAL:

STEP 1:
Acquisition of your references to study the atmosphere
(photos, suggestions and more).
Acquisition of tridimensional models provided by you.
Acquisition of textures provided by you.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR A VIEW CGI RESULT?
Many factors play a role in the timing of the developement.
Generally within one week after the approval of the project
mood we will provide you with preliminary preview of the
desired ambience.

TEXTURES:(valid for one of the combinations)
Tiff 16bit 5000x5000 or more
14 megapixel RAW or more
Physical panel with size large enough to cover objects of medium/large
dimension.

STEP 2:
Preliminary study (project mood) of virtual ambience with all the
architectural and stylistic references curated by our architect.
Preliminary study of the entire decoration (art-buyer)
curated by our professional.
Full portfolio of proposals are sent to the client.

EVALUATION TIME FOR IMAGES CREATED:
An image requires on average 2 hours for evaluation. However,
this highly depends on the complexity of the scenes.
To cut down the evaluation time we have opted
for more than one MULTI-CORE SERVER PROCESSORS,
creating a real RENDER-FARM.

FLAT COLOURS AND LACQUEREDS:
For flat colours and lacquered physical sample 10x10cm or more.

FILE EXTENSIONS:

STEP 3:
Realisation of the virtual ambience with absolutely
photorealistic result.
Materials, textures, lights and rendering.
Sending to the customer of all the camera takes in simplified
form.

OPTIMAL EXTENSIONS:
STEP part and assembly
ACIS part and assembly
Rhinoceros
Autodesk 3D Studio MAX
Autodesk Autocad

(STP)
(SAT)
(3DM)
(MAX) - (high polygonal definition)
(DWG) - only solid models (acis)

STEP 4:
Realisation and sending of previews in medium resolution of all
the virtual takes (3000 px standard).
Organised to approve the material seen.
Delivery of all the definitive material including chromatic
treatment for the maximal precision of print.

DECENT EXTENSIONS:
Autodesk FBX
Wavefront
Autodesk Maya
Cinema 4D

(FBX) - (high polygonal definition)
(OBJ) - (high polygonal definition)
(MA) - (high polygonal definition)
(C4D) - (high polygonal definition)

NOT ACCEPTED EXTENSIONS:
Dynamic File Exchange
IGES max V.5.3
3D studio
Google SketchUp

(DXF)
(IGS)
(3DS)
(SKP)
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